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T hi s memento of the first evertt in the 50th Anniversary year
the \\'hitney lVluseul11 oI American Arl celebrales the
con tinuing commirmt'nt. ro artists es t.q blished by
('~rtrudc

Vand erbilt VVhitncy.

Tht: 50th AnniveJ&ary pany and this I:::ochure are made possible by
Devoe &.. Raynolds Co. Ujvision oI
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announced

the

founding of the Whitney Museum of American Art

on January 6, '930, following a twenty·year period in which
she was the most active patIon of American art, encouraging
artists through purchase and exhibition, and the support of
art publications and organizations. She established the close
relationship between the Museum and American artists which
we are proud

to

celebrate with this first event in the 50th

Anniversary year, to which 944 artists, represented in the
Permanent Collection as of January I, 1980, and listed on the
following pages, have been invited. The date in italics following the name of each artist indicates the year in which a work
by that artist first became part of the Permanent Collection.

Louis Schanker - 1946

ot

American Prints and Printmakers, Johnson,
82 / Th~ I940J and I950J

1980, doubleday Una Johnson

what many artists were seeking. Today there remain
many astists, especially in intaglio and the relief print,
who prefer to print their own editions.
In '940, Louis Schanker, whose woodcuts in color
had first appeared in the later '930S, began teaching
his methods and new approaches to the woodcut medium to a small group of artists at the New School in
New York. For a brief season Schanker and his
fellow artists shared a small, cramped studio with
Hayter's Atelier '7. Soon, however, such quarters became far too small, and Atelier 17 was moved to an
independent studio in a nearby section of Greenwich

Village. In '942 Schanker began a long series of very
lasge woodcuts in color that · included Don · Quixou
and Sancho Panza and Abstract Landscap<. In them
he first explored the possibilities of printing a solid
black on which he then overprinted other colors. The
colors thus overprinted on undampened Japan paper
have an enhanced richness and luminosity. Carnivai

l

a woodcut issued in ]948, is a tour de force 'in the ex-

tended range of colors made possible by skillful
overprinting and the controlled movement of abstract
images in two-dimensional space. (See color illustration no. 1.) Schanker's intuitive sense of rich color
and his ability to successfully employ it in his
gouaches and woodcuts had a strong i"nfluence on hi s

sculpture, and prints have made him an exceptional
artist and an inspiring teacher.
In '932 Margo had begun his first experiments in
what he termed the celJoeut medium. Since that time
he has developed this particular medium into a
unique expression in twentic:th-century prints. His
first series, entitled Portfolio of Early C<lIocuts, was
completed during the years from 1932 to '942. A second, Portfolio Plannd for utta Pr<ss Printing, contained twenty examples and covered a short period of
his work from 1947 to '949. This was a pioneer effort
in which the artist employed "the power press as a
means of producing original prints from his own
plates. Among Margo's early celJoeuts are his Space
Ship and Night and th< Atom, both issued in 1946,
which reveal his interest in nature and its resources.

In '949 he issued an elaborate portfolio of large
ceUoeuts entitled The Months. His imaginative invention and exploration of the medium and its vast

possibilities combined with his own superb skill in
printing made this series a high point in his work.
Margo attempts to set down graphically some of the
impersonal concepts and calculations of the scientist
and engineer in terms of the Personal and intuitive

expression of the artist. The recording of light images, imaginary lines in the measurem~nts of arcs of
light, and the inte~relation of translucent planes are

own painting and on those of his contemporaries.
An intricate study in the movement of large, diversified forms within a composition is carried out in his

frequently seen in his compositions. Clear primary
colors emphasize the tensions and rhythmic flow of

woodcut Static and R<lIollling, issued in t948. The intermingling of colors and large gestural circular im·
ages with many variations beca~c the leitmotiv of
Schanker's graphic work throughout the 1950s.

In the more than ,60 prints which compose his
gr~phic oeuvre Boris Margo has not only created the
image on the plates but also printed them. He is capable of controlling the printing press as he does a
brush or chisel. He considers this total involvement
in a-particular metier necessary in the realization of
his compositions. In the seeming simplicity and unobtrusive order of their calligraphic imagery the later
cellocuts evoke a mysterious presence.

Boris Margo, working independently, issued man y
Surrealist etchings and ceUocuts. He had arrived in
the United States in '930 by way of Canada, after a
childhood and youth spent in Russia. In his student
days his interest turned to the paintings of Bosch and
Brueghel and to the romantic mysticism and luminous color of medieval icons which he observed in

the museums of Odessa, Leningrad, and Moscow. A
later concern with philosophies of the Far East and
the scientific accomplishments of the western wodd
have colored his mature wo.rk. These wide interests

together with a thorough knowledge of painting,

images in deep space.

Spanning a long per"iod of printmaking are the
graphic works of Wi1l Barnet, Max Kahn, and Benton Sprwince. As teachers and artists they influenced
and trained many younger artists in .the various

media of prints. Will Barnet, well·known painter and
printmaker, is fully at home in all the media of modern printmaking. Early in the '930S he experimented

Extensions of the Printed Image / 155
of Harunobu and later in the stylized woodblock
prints of Utamaro . .In the West nineteenth~century
commercial printing houses applied embossed designs
to special calendars, trade cards, and other-advtrtising

Inkless Intaglio
As early as 1953 Margo initiated the printed ceUo-

devices.

cut in some of his paintings, which were shaped can-

In the tw~ntieth century the metal prints of Rolf
Nesch in Norway are classicexamples of the low re~
lief print. In Paris, Pierre COurtin issued rare works

vases. In I!)OO he began a further development of the
ceIlocut medium, employing the ceHocm plate as an
inkless intaglio combined with the soft rich tones of
lithography. His 1972 portfolio of twelve large prints
is a summing up of his work from I!)OO to 1972. In it

of great s..:::ositivity. In Italy, Micossi sought Qut un-

likely vistas of little-known hill towns to create romantic cameo-like compositions. Also in Italy, Lucio
Fontana created repeatable printed images from
plates. whose surface projections pierce the paper dur~

ing printing. After many experiments with both
. plates and presses Fontana was able to produce editionsof identical impressions. Printed in a rich, solid
black, they are exceptional examples of fine modern
printmaking. In the United States the embossed print
has been in evidence since the early

19405.

the fantastic- and surreal imagery which often appears
in his oeuvre is greatly_simplified", Color serves as a

subtle background against which the heavily
embossed images catch and hold the angle of light.
Margo has remarked:
"As time goes on, I feel the greatest -vir:tues are
in simplicity. ·O ne result of ihis growing conviction is that color, to me, becomes most effective
when Least evident, Many of my recent cellocuts

exist primarily through the shadows cast by
their raised surfaces.on the white paper."2

Plaster Relief Prints
Compositions in plaster with their sharply cut-out
areas and pulsating lines were part of the experi~
mental work at Atelier '7 in New York. These were
imaginatively developed by the painter John Ferren
in his rare plaster relief plaques "pulled" from inked
metal plates. Misch Kohn, from "952 to 1957, printed
his large-scale wood engravings under extreme pressure to obtain deeply embossed surfaces' of unusual
richness. Notable examples are his Kabuki Samurai
of '954 and Processional, issued in 1955.

Other artists have enlarged ihe scope of the
embossed print through' varying interpretation-s and
techniques. Nevertheless, rriost ha~e worked within

the limitations of the paper itself. They have
stretched or expanded the paper to its limits, but generally they have chosen not to pierce at cut the carry--

ing agent of their images. Josef Albers, in 1958,
worked briefly in ink less intaglio to create pristine
images of the square. Other intaglio methods have
been employed by Ezio MartineIli, Doris Seidler,
Adja Yunkers, Glen Alps, Robert Broner, Romas
Viesulas, and Minna Citron. Through the skiIlful application of inks of varying viscosity Dean Meeker

In t!)OO Louis Schanker issued a series of woodcutplaster prints in. which he introduced in a heavily
embossed picture frame, semblance of a third dimension. Such prints approach low-relief sculpture by
exploiting the expansional properties of the paper itself and also ingenious printing methods. This idea
had bem employed at Atelier 17 in inklessembossments and also in the metal prints of Rolf Nesch.
However, Schanker's work in the relief woodcut and
plaster relief print was an unusual innovation , ,Because of the complicated pnntmg procedures
Schanker printed only small edit ions or a few artist's

proofs.

. has raised the surface of his image through the screen
print, demonstrated in his print entitled Black Mood,

issued in 1955.
Special note should be made of the entire graphic
oeuvre of Gmar Rayo, a Colornbian artist who has

. lived and worked for extended periods in. New York.
His highly competent low-relief intaglio images arc
printed from inked or inkless plates on heavily sized
English watercolor papers. They may be total abstractions of flawless elegance or they may be composed of
a single readily discernible image. A safety pin or a
sneaker is handled with the same knowing crafts-

Id.as and [mag.s of the
tion is built up in soft yet pulsating colors. Broad
areas of yellow, blue, orange, and a greenish-tone
black are placed against a glowing red background.
The entire work is bathed in a shimmering luminosity. Here, as in his landscapes, the masses of bright
color not only provoke surprise and accentuate the intensity of the work, they also soften or mute the
smaller areas to give a heightened sense of mystery
and uniqueness

[0

the character of the sitter or

[Q

a

particular landscape.

The prints of Mauricio Lasansky have remained
firmly .within the figurative tradition. Very large in
scale and involving intricate techniques of the intaglio process, .his prints chart the progression of his
life and that of his family. The small ironies of life as
well as its grave problems hold his attention. (His
earlier work is discussed on pp. 101-2.) During the
first half of the 19&>s Lasansky was greatly preoccupied with the development of a long series of life·size
drawings that he design~ted as The Nazi Drawings.
Some of the images had their roots in his earlier
prints. The artist's intent was to record in unforgettable and unrelenting images the inhumanity and
violence that is still possible in the twentieth century. Perhaps as a relief from the tensions and stabbing imagery of these drawings Lasansky also issued
a number of prints of a different order. Their titles
suggest a distant and possibly more peaceful culture.
Strong blacks and bright colors now encompass broken or fragmented forms, as may be observed in the
large intaglio Qu.tzalcoad of '972 as well as in the
.artis!'s composition Young Nahua Dancer, completed
in '973 after nearly a dozen years of work. (See color
illustration no. 16.) The fifty-four plates required in
the final orchestration of the work are a measure of
the tenacity and completeness of Lasansky's vision
and his command of his highly technical medium.
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wood,ut, and chine colle. Symbols and calligraphic
notations used in earlier prints (pp. 86, 91), wine
labels, letters andtragments, old prints and personal
memorabilia have been incorporated into this later
work. Clear, rich colors give an added coherence to
the lively turmoil of images. Kahn's amusingly titled
etching with chine colle, Blow Up Your Balloon and
Tie with E, and his Construction with F, issued in
1977, are splendid examples of his recent prints."
(See color illustration no. '7.)
Will Barnet continued his abstract works in both
the woodcut and the intaglio medium (see pp. 82-83)
with equal success. His woodcut Singular Image of
1964 (see color illustration no. 18) and his two
aquatints of 1967 related to the totemic symbols
of the Northwest Coast Indians are entitled
Big Guy and Compression-Spokane. Their simplicity and power record Barnet's response to the landscape of the Northwest and its early Indian inhabitants.

His

later

large-scale

figurative:

prints

m

silhouetted forms and dark colors are often set
against a geometric background. Appearing in the
later 19&>S, these highly stylized ·compositions are a
fusion of his long interest in the genre work of the
late eighteenth~ and nineteenth-century itinerant
painters and his own abstract images mentioned

above. Issued iiI lithography, aquatint, and screen
printing, they demonstrate his knowledge of the
media of the modern print.

A new departure marks the graphic work of
Misch Kahn in the later 19&>S and is apparent in the
intaglio-collage in color issued in 1968. In the present
decade Misch Kahn has developed an imagery that is
almost entirely abstract. His technical virtuosity and

The spiraling forms and calligraphic elements
prominent in early woodcuts of Seong May (see
pp. 83, 86) have gradually been submerged into simplified and contemplative abstract images ilJ muted
colors. This change in style appearS in his large color
relief prints and in his acrylic collages on canvas
during the past two decades. A singularly contemplative mood prevails in the subtle imagery of Black
Ston, and Red Pebble, a relief print issued in '972
(see color illustration no. 19), and in a number of
other compositions of the later I 970s. In these tern·
pered graphic works Seong May brings together the
elusive elements of an eastern heritage and the direct-

his imaginative use of materials have given diversity

ness of a contemporary abs~ract vision.

to his work. He fabricates his own papers, often utilizing discarded trial proofs from earlier editions. A
single composition may include engraving, aquatint,

In the summer of 1978 Schankeragain returned to
woodcuts in a series of very large prints often printed
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in as many as ten colors. These late works arc composed of intricately cut curved shapes printed in
black which are combined with other Aat abstract
forms in a surging array of clear, high-keyed colors.
These large compositions are achieved in a single
printing, the entire operation being carried out by the
artist. The graphic oeuvre of Louis Schanker (see
also p. 82), with its bold, forthrigbt images and its
range of color nuances, lucidly documc;nts the versatility of the twentieth-century relief print and the
imaginative utilization of a printing technique.

The intaglio prints of Gerson Leiber, a prolific artist, register an entirely different approach. New York
is his microcosm, and he views it with perceptive vision and irony tinged with geniality. The vastness of
the city panorama and its tides of humanity are
caught in sharp vignettes. They are keenly observed

Artists who have widely different geographic backgrounds bave worked in the figurative tradition.
Their major ·prints appear in the ,~s and continue
into the following decade. Their independent. search
for meaningful images that mirror their id~as and experiences form a telling counterpart to Abstract Expressionism and to the styles of Pop and Op prints.
Many of the artists working in the figurative tradi-

Al Blaustein, born ·in New York City in '924, is a
painter and printmaker who has also worked in
sculpture. He studied at Cooper Union and later
worked with Gabor Peterdi at the Yale Summer
School of Art at Norfolk, Connecticut. The recipient
of many scholarships, he has traveled extensively in
Europe, Africa, Japan, and India. Blaustein's interest
in people and tbeir various modes of life is reRected
in his drawings, which constitute the basis of his

tion saw foreign military service and later spent a
year or more in Europe or in the Orient on grants

made available through federal or private funds.
Prints area well-established part of their total creative oeuvre. Representative of those artists in the

New York area are the intaglio prints of Chaim Koppelman, Gerson Leiber, and Al Blaustein.

and sct down in gr:aphic statements whose greatest

impact is made through a warm detachment and an
understatement of compelling facts. The sustained
caliber of his etchings is to be noted in The Beach,
'¢5, and Pigeon Woman, '97', both etchings.

etchings. In his intaglio work) Blaustein is concerned

chieAy with western ideas and subjects. An introspective mood prevails in The Recluse, issued in 1958.
Thoughtful but strange fantasies lurk in the depths of
The Music Room and in Faige/e. Often preoccupied
with problems of socic'ty, this artist turns his atten-

tion to figurative works that express individual disChaim Koppelman has issued prints of figures
within a larger landscape. However, his compas-

quietudes and occasional enchantments.

sionate concern with social change, war and its effect

Dean Meeker has issued both intaglio and screen
prints of note. (See p. ISS.) Although born in Colorado, he has lived mostly in tbe Middle West. Since
' 946 he has taught painting, drawing, and printmak-

on ordinary human beings soon becomes uppermost
in the delineation of his work. It is as a moralist and
a partisan for peace that he makes his most eloquent
visual statements. He is not deterred from tough-

minded appraisals of the destructive consequences of
war and of political experiences. He. has harnessed his
skills and his unblinking imagery to the troubled,
often controversial problems of our times. Among his
large graphic oeuvre is Retired Napoleon;, I¢5, in
which the surface of the paper is cut to reveal three
identical faces, and a later embossed intaglio, M urdered, Vietnam, ,g6S. Koppelman is not alone in his
visual ~nd partisan demands for humanistic values;

nevertheless, he is one of the most eloquent. His fine
draftsmanship is, also, to be noted in his '970 aquatint, Homage to Degas.

ing at the University of Wisconsin, where he holds a
professorship. As an artist, his recurring interest has

been in historic and mythological subjects. He remarks:
"The Hero, Icarus, Genghis Khan all are out
of the fabric that stimulates the detachment
and transfiguration necessary to the creative im-

pulse. The Hero and his typical metamorphosis,
separation, initiation, return, his love - of fate

that is inevitably death, is vital to my own feeling. Ultimately one reshapes these impulses and
retells a ·story that is not mythological or literary
but graphic, with symbols that mayor may not
communicate depending on the frame of ref-

Louis Schanker
Abstract Composition
1936, oil on canvas
36 x 44
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The Lure !
Of ftints
Charming
And Telling a Monotype
From a Mezzotint
By JoAnn Lewis
Something strange seems to be happening In the Washington art market.
According to the Smithsonian house
organ, Torch, attendance at the seven,
Mall museums was down by 19 percent'
for the lirst quarter of this year. Commercial galleries, however, report that
sales are lip.
Could it be that large numbers of
Washi ngtonians-<>ften maligned by.
local dealers for being scant spendersare now buying instead of just looking?
''There's certainly a ne w surge of in..
terest in buying prin ts," 'says Detty
Duffy, proprietor 01 the Bethesda Art
.. 2$

Galleries

--------------------------,
Gallery, 7950 Norlolk Ave. "There
seems to be a whole new generation oC
collectors, olten two-income couples in
their 305, who've become interested in
prints and want to learn more." .
Many ot them were there thIs week,
looking at prints by Martin Lewis,
Howard Cook, Max Weber, Peggy
Bacon Rockwell Kent and dozens oC
other' early 2Oth·century Americans
tbe gallery specializes in. "It's because '
they've been ask ing so many qu est ions," Dufly said, "tbat we decided to

organize this show."

"Meatums oC PrintmakIng" will Indeed answer ,a lot of questions about
the difference between woodcuts,
wood engravings, litbographs, 511kscreens, etcbings, dryPOlOtS, .quatmts,
mezzotints and monotypes-dIIferencel most people don't understand
inn are afraid to ask about. Here, each
medium is explained in a concise label
placed next to a group of prints illustrating the medium. You co uld learn
all this from a book, or at tbe Museum
ot History and Technology's Graphic
Arts Hall. But here. if a \\'ork beckons,
)Iou can buy it and take it borne ..
'rn:ere art: many fiDe prints in the·
show-and more in boxes-when
vjewers ha\"e learnpd

enough to know

what to ask for. Of ,pecial interest are
some strong abstract woodcuts by
,Louis Schanker, crowded "ew York
subway sceoes by Bernard Brussel·
Smith aod a very funny lithograph by
Chet Le More called "Lord Mayor &
'Vile,"
.
There are also some prints by formerly well-known artists whose reputations ar~ being resurrected here, in·
eluding rich black·and·whlte aquatints
by virtuoso printmaker Jay McVicker
'and early silk·screens Philip Hicken
made during the WPA days.•~ cannot
heli,,'e you actually sold those vintageprints," McVicker wrote to Betty
Duffy a month ago. "I feel 1 have been

rescued from Oblivion," said Hicken.
Both deserve the new exposure they
are getting. The sbow continues
through July; hOUr> are 11 to 5 Wed,
nesday through Saturday. Thursday
untU8.

A CENTURY OF
MAERICAN
WOODCUTS
1850 - 1950

. October 7 through November 1, 1980
Associated American Artists
663 ' Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10022

FOREWORD
The 282 woodcuts, wood engravings and linocuts in this eKMlbllion were m.de between 1850
and 19.50. They were created bV sixty-nine art ists who came from England. France, Russlil,
Austria , Czechoslovak.la. Sweden, luly, Germany , and Canada, as wel l as the United Stues.
Chronologically, the exhlb'ition beg ins with mid -19th centur), wood engravings ttwlt
flourished as Illustrations. Paper was readily ava il able and technology Jw,d met the
demand for news iInd Illustr .. t ion - a demand fanned by the trauma of the Civil War and II
burgeon i ng popul ation . Both Wins I",", Homer and Thomas Nut had recorded WoIr news, but Hast
moved on to b i ting politic .. , cartoons and Haner to perceptive vi ews of eve ryday I ife. Homer
Improved the. quality of illust ration by drawing Mi s Image onto the block himself. This
el l minat~ the transfe r art ist, altt'lough the block. wu still engraved by a t ra ined crafts man. Th i s skill was I tself considered .. n art, and the reproduc tive wood engravings of
T imothy Cole and Henry Wolf were extremel y popula r a t the turn-o(-the- century. The
photograph eventually put an end to both r e productive engravings aft er paintings and
wood engravi ngs used fo r newspaper and per iodic.al ill us t rat ion. The wood block wa5 thus
turned back to the artist for purely creative expression .
Renewed use. o f the med lLW'll bega n in Europe and spread to th is cOlJl1try. the only wood cut by America's tnilJor ImpressioniH, Chi Ide Hassam, IS. a fine uample•. As ~th Americans
abroad and Europeans fled the First World War, and then the Second World War , the trend
escalated.
In the artists 1 colony of Provincetown pr int.makers recently returned from
EuroPe and Impressed by J~panese woodcuts, experimented with color. B.J . O. Nordfeldt wa~
a member of thal group. and he In turn influenced Gustave Baumann ( who devel o ped a woodcut
reduction process), and J ames D. Ha ~ ens. The Russian - born William lorach . and his wife
Karguerite, who had studied In Paris. also worked in Provincetown.
Germany In particular had a strong woodcut tradition dating to 14tM cent",ry S ib l e
Il lustrat ion, and epitomized by the work of Albrecht Durer. Th is history and an express loni ~t tradition accompanied the many German art i sts who came t o the Un it ed States :
8alJll\il nn, Fritz Eic "'enberg, We rner Orewes, Emil Ganso. and Hans "ueller . lyonel Fe inlnger
(who taught at the Bauhav~ ) . Lynd Ward , and John Storrs were Americans who studied in
Germany . Cupism was a strong compl imentary i nfluence, and i s ev i dent in the work of
Fe i nlnger , Storrs, both Zorachs and "",)I. Weber .
The Czechos lovakian Rudolf Ruz icw.a , and his frien ds Allen Lewh ~nd J.J, Lankes were
specificall y concerned with revivin g t he creative ilSpects o f the woodcut.
In part they
relate to still another European influence, the Engl i~h 'Arts and Crafts movement .... h1cM
encouraged both the medium of the woodcut and fine book illustrat ion. The work of Clare
leighton, who was born in london, i s a perfect .example of this trad i tion, but I t is also
apparent In the pr ints of Grace Albee, John de Pol, Asa Cheffeu, Thomas Nason , Norman
Kent ~nd leo Hehsner, al l of wt'lorn produced finely detailed representational prints.
The turbulent th irti es $Ow Rockwell Kent exam ining the human condition.
In equally
dramatic blocks Howard Cook por t r ayed city views, while social is sues were recorded by
Will Barnet, louis Schanker and Ei chenberg. The W.P.A •• of wh i ch both Drewes and Schanker
were graph ics arts supervisors, helped spread the popular i t y of the medium. Jacob kajnen~
Lou i ~ Breslow and Eichenber g also worl(ed 01'- the W.P.A.
By the late " 19305 and ltos woodcut societies had appeared across the country. They
offered " presentat ion" pr in ts by well known a rti St s as well as little known pr intmakers .
often of exeptlonal talent _ such as Warren Hack. Ale~sandro Mastro-Valerio, Robert van
Neumann and Eva Auld Watson . AAA also published woodcuts In th is period, start ing with a
the 1936 Ch .. rles Pont,
and followed by wo rks of Lankes, trlason, Cheffctz and Landacre .
" World War I I brought on eJlpresslve and moving works by Hans Je llnck and Bernard
Brunei -Sm ith. followed SomewMat l ater by the surreal Iinocuts of Attil)oS.lerrme. Anne
Ry .. n, Drewes , and Scn-nker continued experiments In color printing, while Drpwes ' and
Schanker ' :r, became Increas i ngly abstract .
Hils exh i b ition i s a reflection of the h is tor i a l, soc i a l and artistic developments
of an eJlc i t ing one hundred year s. We hope you will f ind I t as en Joyahle and fasc inati ng
as we ha"e.
Susan Te ller

A native New Yo~ke~, Schanker studied at
Cooper Union. the A~t Students League
and the Educalion Alliance School of Arlo
Exhibited with the Ten Whitney Oi!>5enlers, 1935-36. Worked on the WPA, 1940ftl. One-m.J.{t shows. ch"e Victoria and
Al bert MUSCIAII, 195ft-55. the B~ ooklyn
Hu SCUll!, 197ft a nd AAA. 1971::1.

234 .COPS AND PICKETS, 1939
B~ooklyn Museum 2b, woodcut
Edition 35. 9 l /ft ;It 11 3/4

$250

235 . HUSICAl ClOWN.$, 1939

8H . 31,

colo~ . woodcut

Second edition 21,111 /2;1t 15

S375

236 . JAI-ALAI, 1939
8H.30, co l or woodcut
Edition 34,IO;lt 137/8

5375

237 . NON-OBJECT I VE, 1939
BH.32 , color woodcut
Edi t ion 3D, 9;1t 14 1/2

$375

238. THREE HEN ON A BEACH, c . 1939
81'1.35 . woodcut
Edi tion 35. 9 1/8

;It

12 5 /8

5250

239 . AERIAL ACT, 1940
8H.36, woodcut
Edilion 55, 12 ;It 14

5250

240. FOOTBALL, c.1940
81'1.39, color woodcu t
Edition 55, *9 7/8 ;It 133/'"
Rare l~ial proof of WPA p~int.

5475

MARTIN DIAMOND FINE ARTS
1014 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10021
Gallery hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 11 to 5

(212) 988-3600

Louis Sc:hanker: Works of the 19305 and 19405
or abstract painters in the 19305, deporting from
group exhibition, defined "contemporary American
realism was a revolutionary oct. This, at any rote,
art dogmatically . ... as a representational art preoccupied with local color."3 They intended their exis the message of avant-garde artists' manifestos and
organiza tions of those decades. As George l.K. Morris
hibitions as "0 protest against the reputed equivastated in the first American Abstract Artists yearbook
lence of American painting and Jiteral painting,"4 As
young New York artists they may have had high
of 1938, "artists . ... must strip art inward to those
very bones from which all cultures take their life." l
hopes for support from the city's fledgling museums,
Another artists' group, The Ten, had gools similar
but the conservative position of the seven-year-old
to the American Abstract Artists.
Whitney Museum of American Art
Smaller and less forma lly organized
rankled them. The Ten were also
than the A.A.A., The Ten, also dubcalled the "Whitney Dissenters" for
bed by one of their critics "the nine
even though the Whitney's Biennial
"
II
who are ten" because they lacked a
exhibitions included abstract painttenth member (John Graham was
ers, and even included members of
invi ted to exhibit as tenth in 1938;
The Ten (Louis Schanker and Ilya
Lee Gotch was also invited to exBolotowsky occasionally found
hibit), included Ben-Zion, lIya
themselves in the unusual position of
Bolotowsky, l ouis Harris, Earl Kerpicketing outside the Whitney while
kam, Ralph M. Rosenborg, Louis
their paintings hung inside), senSchanker, Joseph Solman and future
sibilities were overwhelmingly in
Abstract Expressionists Adolph
favor of real ist styles. As Lloyd GoodGottlieb and Marcus Rothkowitz
rich stated in a Whitney Museum
MERCURY GALLEIiIE S
(Mark Rothko) . The group was a
symposium
devoted to "The Problem
4 EAST 8~ ST.
ten-artist
protest
movement.
of Subject Matter and Abstract
Throughout the five years of their asAesthetics in Painting," (1933) "The
sociation, they championed artistic experimentation
subject and its representation . ... probably will conand internationalism, while hoping that , by showing
tinue to be, the path by which the artist achieves the
together, they might gain converts, publicity2 and
greatest formal significance . ... abstraction ism ....
even soles, since their shows were held at the prehas denied itself the most profound plastic values."s
stigious 57th Street Montross Gallery as well as at the
The Ten contested this point of view. They denounced
Passedoit Gallery, the Mercury Gallery and the Galthe "symbol of the silo," by which they meant bath the
lery Bonaparte (in Paris).
farm subjects of Regionalists John Steuart Curry,
The Ten opposed those who, as they put it in a
Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood , and factory
manifesto which was the catalogue of their 1938
scenes by Precisionists Preston Dickinson , Charles
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lou is Schanker in front of his
WNYC mural , 1937

For right :

" Tne Ten ," Wh itney Dissenters,
wood block exh ibition poster
for Group Show, Mercury
Gallery, November 5-26,1939

louis Schonker's mural ot the World's Fa ir Holl of Medicine and
Public Health, 1939

Sheeler and others. The tone of reviews of The Ten's
exhibitions 6 suggests that many critics misunderstood
the significance of European modernism for young
American abstracfionists. Malcolm Vaughn, art critic
of the New York American in 1935 praised Louis
Schanker's "force of bluntness." But Vaughn felt that
" modernism is no longer the vogue ." The Ten, he
warned, " would have a hard fight ahead of them,
even if they formed their club in the heyday of
modernism, twenty years 090."7
If Vaughn 's comments seem particularly dated
now where Schanker is concerned, it is because
Schanker's is an art which is important in understanding the development of the second wave of American
abstraction which culminated in Abstract Ex pressionism. Schanker's semi-abstractions, which he
began to make in 1933, looked primitive in contrast to
the cool and elegant passages of School of Paris
Cubism , and where instrumental in re- introducing
Americans to expressionism in abstract art.8 With their
heavy black lines on backgrounds of densely packed
patches of prismatic color, the paintings were Schanker's expression of The Ten's group statement that their
art showed "obiects and events as though for the first
time , free from the accretions of habit and divorced
from the conventions of a thousand years of painting."9 Schonker's handling of materials was also an
innovation . Throughout his career Schanker has always worked simultaneously in painting, graphics
and carved sculpture. Especially in the 1940s, he
transferred into paintings the gouged and scratched
incisions of the wood block prints for which he is famous, as well as structural motifs borrowed from his
sculpture. (The variegated surface of Dense Macabre,
1947, derives from the fact that the images are overpointed on a carved woodblock ponel.) The sensibility
presages Abstract Expressionists' anarchic treatment
of materials.
The development of Schanker's art is its own
special commentary on what it meant to be an
abstractionist in America in the period between World

War I and World War II. He began his career by attending night classes at Cooper Union. There he spent
four years (191 9-23), first drawing from casts, and
then in the life class. (In those early years, Schanker
had the opportunity to paint only in a Sunday life
class). This early concentration on drawing left its
mark in the linear motifs of the oils of the 1920s,
1930s and 1940s, and Schanker still often works first
in outline, adding color at a later stage.
Schanker's early work was , of course, realistic .
In Par is in 1931-32, where he studied at the
Academie de la Grand Chaumiere, but worked mostly
on his own on plein air landscapes and Paris street
scenes, his heros were Renoir (he did some Renoires que nude studies), Degas and Signae. The change to
abstraction came when , living in Mallorca in 1933, he
began to do semi-abstractions: still-lifes in which w iry
lines delineate Cubistie still-life subjects on tipped-up
table tops against a background of muted prismatic
colors, and a series of figures with stick-like bodies
and square box heads. 10 The maior impetus for the
figures was, as Schanker recalls it, the art of Rouault
" with that black (outline), square heads and arms," II
although his new style was also heavily influenced by
Cezanne, early Cubism and School of Paris paintings.
Echoes of Rouault's brooding qual ity can be seen in
the whale series of square headed, thickly outlined
figures where themes of confrontation and confl ict are
expressed in images of athletic contests (Polo, 1933;
Football, 1939; leapfrog, 1936) or of dance (Indian
Dance, 1937). Three Men on a Bench (1937), an ambitious painting of this series, was exhibited in the important American Abstract Artists' show at the Squibb
Bu ilding in 1937 (Schanker was a founding member
of the American Abstract Art ists). Another early departure from representational art was Machine Forms
(1936), a foray into territory explored in the 'teens by
Morton Schomberg and other future Precisionists.
Other Schanker paintings merge Cubism with
Surrealism , for example, the important mural for the
radio station WNYC ( 1937), in which he comb ined

cubist flattened space and a cubistic bent guitar with
surrealistic motifs involving stringed instruments, and
placed the forms on a background of hatched lines
and color patches. In Schanker's mural for the Hall of
Medicine & Publ ic Health Building at the New York
World 's Fair (1939-40), lorge, sharply angled geometric shapes are the background foil for a variety of
organic cell and amoeba shapes, an oversized head,
and directional symbols such as an arrow and dotted
lines. One influence was Kandinsky, and the mural
can also be compared to Arshile Gorky's Aviation Murals of 1935-37, designed for Newark Airpart and done
when Gorky was on government WPA/FAP.'2 The
Newark murals were trend -setting as abstract murals
whose success may well have paved the way for acceptance of Schenker's designs. Surrealist motifs continue in Schanker's art. An abstracted landscape
image (Untitled, 1940) has a population of heavily
painted amoeboid and branch-like forms , while Nude
(1948), a pa inting in which the dominant fish shope
reads simultaneously as a torso and as a projectile,
embodies a surrealist-inspired vision of metamorphosis.
Schanker wrote in Tiger's Eye (June, 1949),
" Though much of my work is classified as abstract, all
my work develops from natural forms. .. No matter
how for my experimental design may take me from
the spring board I have found in objective patterns .
. there remains always a core of objective reality."13 His insistence on that " core" of obiectivity
eliminated in paintings by Abstract Expressionists Pol lock, Rothko and others defines his pivotal position
which is perhaps at e mid-point within the development of American abstraction in the 19405. In 1944,
Carl Zig rosser had quoted Walt Whitman in an introduction to a portfolio of Schenker graphics which was
a tribute to Schanker's inventiveness and spirit: "Materials here under your eye shall change their shape
as if by magic." 14 Schanker's work of the 1930s and
1940s has a special place in Americen Art.
Susan Fillin Yeh
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louis Schanker's wood sculpture, Abstracted Man (center) and oil,
Three Men on a Bench (rignt) aT the American Ab!.fraCl Arti!.fS' Squ ibb
Building Exnib ition, 1937
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private collection
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private collection
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1939 World's Fair

for
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27. Second mural sketch for 1939 World's Fair
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1947
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Donse Macabre
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1948
49. Node
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